CD spectra of non-gelling tripeptides
CD spectra of heterochiral non-gelling tripeptides (left) reveal a weak signal for betasheets and aromatic stacking. CD spectra of the homochiral tripeptides (right) show only a marked signal for aromatic stacking.
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Thioflavin-T imaging of the non-gelling tripeptides
Thioflavin T-stained fluorescence microscopy images of non-gelling tripeptides. NOTE: Brightness was notably increased in these images to visualize the occasional, dim structures. Nevertheless, no structure was at all visible for VFF (not shown). Extremely dim plate crystals with spherical nucleating regions were occasionally seen for vff (left) similarly to what we reported for the homochiral tripeptide Leu-Phe-Phe (S. Marchesan et al. Nanoscale 2012). The other heterochiral tripeptides vfF and VFf displayed only occasional spherical nucleating regions that would coalesce into larger ones, and a few elongated structures (centre and right).
Cryo-TEM images of non-gelling tripeptides
Cryo-TEM revealed structures that were consistent with Thioflavin-T stained imaging. Heterochiral tripeptides vfF and VFf formed isolated, occasional structures consisting of nanotapes (white arrows). Homochiral vff formed only occasional plate crystals most of which were too large to image well by cryoTEM, or even to embed in ice (far right).
Cytotoxicity assay for the gelling tripeptides in solution
Cytotoxicity assay according to ISO 10993 shows that the gelling tripeptides in solution are non-toxic to fibroblast cells. Average values ± SD, within a single replicate experiment, are shown. 
